Correction to: Molecular characterization of a human group C rotavirus detected first in Turkey.
This article was unintentionally published twice in this journal, by the same authors. Following should be considered the version of record and used for citation purposes: "Mitui, M.T., Bozdayi, G., Dalgic, B. et al. Molecular characterization of a human group C rotavirus detected first in Turkey, Virus Genes (2009) 39, 2, 157-164, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11262-009-0420-8 ". The duplicate "Mitui, M.T., Bozdayi, G., Dalgic, B. et al. Molecular characterization of a human group C rotavirus detected first in Turkey, Virus Genes (2009), https://doi.org/10.1007/s11262-009-0381-y " is to be ignored. Springer apologizes to the readers of the journal for not detecting the duplication during the publication process.